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Chapter 721: Loving one’s country: They are enemies! (Part 22) 

Luo Qing Chen killing Hitoda and Kouichi had spread all over An Ning City. 

When she came to the gates of the Zuo Manor, the guards looked at each other and didn’t stop her! 

“Miss Luo, please come in.” 

Actually Luo Qing Chen didn’t know that it was because someone had already talked to them. 

The guards didn’t follow them. She walked around the Zuo Manor twice before coming to the training 

grounds. 

She saw Jin Wen Dan and Xu Zheng Liang, as well as some soldiers training. 

“Why are you here?” Jin Wen Dan asked with a frown, “Don’t you know that this is an important military 

center in the Zuo Manor?” 

Her tone naturally wasn’t good, the rumours in the city were all about her and Zuo Mu Ran over the past 

few days. 

What a match, what heaven made pair, a brave young girl who didn’t show mercy to the Japanese! 

Pei! If it wasn’t for commander Zuo, what could she do? 

Wasn’t it just landing a few bullets, how could she be this arrogant! 

“I don’t know, so what?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as her lips curled into a casual smile, “You’ll 

beat me?” 

“You……” Jin Wen Dan immediately took out her gun, “You think I wouldn’t dare?” 

“Wen Dan!” Xu Zheng Liang put his hand on the muzzle of her gun, “Stop speaking nonsense!” 

As the adjutant, Xu Zheng Liang’s official rank was much higher compared to Jin Wen Dan! 

He naturally knew why she was this angry, but he also felt pain for her. 

He had always silently watched over her, but she liked another person and it was the commander who 

was much greater than him! 

It wasn’t that he couldn’t accept it, he just felt a bit uncomfortable. 

“Big brother Zheng Liang…..You…..” Jin Wen Dan angrily bit her lips, “Why are you helping her?” 

The Xu Zheng Liang who had taken care of her since she entered the army and who she knew liked her, 

why was he helping someone else? 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes, she could naturally hear everything from their conversation. 

Un, that feeling of knowing someone liked you and not rejecting them. Enjoying the benefits they 

brought and feeling that it was natural. 
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When that person helped someone else, her heart would fill with discomfort. 

But she didn’t know that not treating her well was natural. 

“I feel that you don’t dare!” Luo Qing Chen said with a faint smile, “Fire if you have the skills, let me see 

how accurate your shooting is!” 

“Young miss Luo!” Xu Zheng Liang roared in a low voice, “If you weren’t invited, can you please leave?” 

“Even if I’m not invited, that doesn’t mean that you can make me leave.” Luo Qing Chen looked up and 

said, “Is this the Xu Manor or the Jin Manor?” 

“Alright! You’ve forced me!” Jin Wen Dan narrowed her eyes and forcefully pushed Xu Zheng Laing. She 

raised the gun and pointed at Luo Qing Chen before firing! 

When Jin Wen Dan was this impulsive, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help feeling a bit of doubt. 

Even if Jin Wen Dan disliked her since she liked Zuo Mu Ran, even if her words made the other side 

angry. 

But would a sniper in the army fire this impulsively? 

“Peng, peng, peng, peng, peng.” Jin Wen Dan fired five times as Xu Zheng Liang’s face turned pale. 

Space and time freeze. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for space and time freeze (One time 

use).] 

She felt that she was a bit extravagant, but bullets had no eyes and since every bullet was aimed at her 

heart, she wanted her to die. 
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The closest bullet was ten centimeters away from her, but she moved the position of the bullet before 

returning to her original spot. 

She just revealed a faint smile as everything returned to normal. 

The five bullets hit the wooden log behind her. Luo Qing Chen said with a cold laugh, “You’re a sniper? 

Ha, ha, you really have terrible eyes!” 

Xu Zheng Liang on the side angrily came over and took the pistol from her hand to slam on the ground 

before roaring out, “Jin Wen Dan, what are you knowing! Do you know how the commander would have 

taken care of you if you had hit her!” 

He simply didn’t dare believe that she would fire so easily, this was taking someone’s life! 

“I…..” Jin Wen Dan tightly bit her lips and said, “I don’t believe the commander will do anything to me!” 

After all these years, she had also accidentally injured civilians in battle, but Zuo Mu Ran had taken it for 

her. 
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How could he take care of her for a traitor…… 

Luo Qing Chen crossed her arms and looked over Jin Wen Dan with an uncaring gaze, “A sniper that 

can’t hit a target, do you want to continue?” 

“Young miss Luo…..” Xu Zheng Liang looked at her and said, “It’s too dangerous. Wen Dan is in an 

unstable mood, you should leave first!” 

“He, he.” Luo Qing Chen said with a cold laugh, “She can’t hit me with this kind of technique.” 

“Good!” Jin Wen Dan’s eyes were completely red as she moved past Xu Zheng Liang and loaded her 

bullets as quickly as possible, as she aimed her gun at Luo Qing Chen, “A piece of trash from a family of 

traitors, no one will blame me if I kill you!” 

“Si.” When this was said, the soldiers who were stunned all took a cold breath. 

They looked at each other in disbelief. 

“I killed Hitoda and Kouichi.” Luo Qing Chen said with a cold snort, “If I’m a traitor, I should kill you, 

right?” 

Zuo Mu Ran didn’t tell anyone about the Luo Family’s matters. How could Jin Wen Dan know unless…… 

“In short……” She bit her lip and said, “This is for the people!” 

“Peng.” Before Jin Wen Dan could pull the trigger, a bullet quickly flew from her side and went right into 

Jin Wen Dan’s right hand. 

The gun fell to the ground and her blood flowed down. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned. When she looked back, she was firmly held in a warm embrace! 

“Commander!” The soldiers all called out. 

But Zuo Mu Ran didn’t reply. His eyes were very cold and the dark look seemed like it could freeze 

everything. 

“Don’t be afraid……” His voice had a bit of a tremble to it. If he hadn’t gone to the Luo Manor, nothing 

would have happened. 

“I’m not afraid!” Luo Qing Chen’s face turned red with a bit of embarrassment, “Everyone is 

watching…..” 

Zuo Mu Ran held her even tighter, as if he was afraid that he would lose a treasure. He completely 

ignored everyone else’s gazes. 

“Commander.” Jin Wen Dan sniffed as her eyes turned teary, “You know me, I wouldn’t shoot casually. 

She is a traitor who has intruded in the Zuo Manor, I must ensure the safety of our brothers.” 

Every word was powerful and filled with righteousness, like she was a high up messenger of justice! 

“Who told you she is a traitor?” Zuo Mu Ran narrowed his eyes and looked at Jin Wen Dan with 

incredibly cold eyes, “I just reached an agreement with mister Luo Gong and Qing Chen will marry me.” 



?! 
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What! What! What! 

Why didn’t she know about this! Could it be that something happened after she snuck out? 

Going back to an hour ago, Luo Qing Chen had left the Luo Manor when Zuo Mu Ran arrived. 

At this time, Ye Yong Jun was talking to Luo Gong about his marriage to Luo Qing Chen. 

When Zuo Mu Ran came in, he became the center of attention. 

His eyes were sparkling as he said to Luo Gong with a faint smile, “I think that there should be a better 

candidate for young miss Luo’s marriage partner.” 

Zuo Mu Ran’s military uniform was very heroic. 

Ye Yong Jun standing in front of him was like a fake foreign devil. No matter how expensive his suit was, 

he couldn’t compare. 

“You……” Ye Yong Jun cleared his throat and pretended to be calm as he said, “Is commander Zuo going 

to break up a happy couple?” 

“This mister thinks that you’re qualified to be called a happy couple?” His tone was very cold as his lips 

curled into a faint smile, “At best you’re just a duck.” 

[TL Note: There’s an idiom for couple that means mandarin duck, so that’s why he calls him a duck.” 

“You……” 

“There was a report from the Flower Gazing House and I went to take a look.” Zuo Mu Ran threw a jade 

pendant onto the table and coldly said, “There were two young miss who were fighting over a jade 

token left behind by a young master last night, this jade token should belong to this sir, right!” 

Ye Yong Jun was stunned, but he quickly shook his head to deny it, “What jade token, this isn’t mine! I 

don’t understand!” 

Zuo Mu Ran said with a soft laugh, “Could it be you’re not Ye Yong Jun?” 

“I……There are many people named Ye Yong Jun!” Ye Yong Jun shook his head and said, “It’s not me!” 

“No.” Zuo Mu Ran’s expression changed slightly as he said, “There is only you named Ye Yong Jun in An 

Ning City!” 

Ye Yong Jun’s face was red, he was clearly suffocating from his anger. He couldn’t refute it, so he angrily 

said, “Damn you! Zuo Mu Ran, you’re slandering me just to marry the Luo Family young miss Luo Qing 

Chen!” 

“I only admit to half of this.” Zuo Mu Ran gave a chuckle. Hearing her name, his eyes had a faint sparkle 

in them. 
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Ye Yong Jun wasn’t willing to give up, “Luo Qing Chen and I are already engaged, if you want to marry 

the Luo Family’s young miss, have you asked me!” 

“Audacious!” Luo Gong heard the words Flower Gazing House and his face looked very ugly. 

No wonder this Ye Yong Jun had different perfumes on him when he came in, so he went to the red 

lantern district! 

“Uncle Liu, I…..You can’t listen to his nonsense!” Ye Yong Jun tugged at his bowtie and said, “I am being 

framed!” 

“Whether you went to the red light district last night or not, do you think that this Luo can’t find out?” 

Luo Gong’s eyes were filled with rage as he immediately sent an order to dismiss the guest, “Please 

leave if you have nothing else! Don’t take a single step in the Luo Manor in the future!” 

Luo Gong thought he had a good eye for people, so he had great hope for Ye Yong Jun. 

One is more disappointed when there is greater hope, he had experienced this first hand. 

Ye Yong Jun wanted to say something, but he couldn’t say a thing and could only leave in despair! 

“Many thanks to commander Luo for using this special method to find bad people for my girl.” Luo Gong 

respectfully said, “It’s been hard on you!” 

“Uncle Luo!” Zuo Mu Ran was a bit surprised as he looked at Luo Gong with absolute determination, “I 

didn’t want to reveal Ye Yong Jun’s face just to say this. I…..really want to marry Luo Qing Chen, I hope 

uncle Luo will help!” 
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Zuo Mu Ran dared to guarantee that this was the bravest thing he had ever said. 

He could feel his heart beating fast and his breathing became a bit short. 

Actually he didn’t know that Luo Gong was even more shocked than him. 

Because he had tried to kill Luo Qi Yue for Kouichi before. Even if Zuo Mu Ran didn’t know about it at 

first, after everything happened, one wouldn’t have a good impression of the Luo Family after this. 

He actually wanted to marry his daughter. 

“Commander Zuo, is this true?” Luo Gong knit his brows and said, “You should know the Luo Family……” 

“I’m serious…..I hope uncle Luo can help.” Zuo Mu Ran took a deep breath and said, “I can promise that 

as long as I’m alive, I will definitely protect her, no matter what.” 

Luo Gong never thought that these words would come from Zuo Mu Ran. As a father who put his 

daughter in danger again and again, his face had become quite old now. 

After a while, he said with a slight nod, “As long as she’s satisfied!” 

Just these five simple words were the thoughts of many fathers. 
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– 

The scene went back to the Zuo Manor. Luo Qing Chen looked at Zuo Mu Ran in a daze as she said, 

“Commander Zuo, do you know what you’re talking about?” 

“Un humph.” Zuo Mu Ran’s dark eyes deeply gazed into hers as he said, “Was repaying with my body a 

lie?” 

Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and revealed a hard to conceal smile. In her eyes, Zuo Mu Ran was 

exploding with handsomeness, alright? 

He was cold and aloof in the army, doing things in a decisive manner. Most people hadn’t seen this side 

of him before, but he didn’t seem to care. 

It was like he had made his decision and he could go on without any hesitation. 

“Getting married tomorrow?” Blood fell from Jin Wen Dan’s right hand drop by drop and her lips 

trembled as she said, “Commander, didn’t you say that you wouldn’t get married?” 

Once upon a time she had confessed to him like a little girl and even prepared chocolates. 

But the response she received was that he said: I live for the country, I will never think about something 

like love. 

What this man had said had been overthrown now and it was because of a person he only knew for a 

few days, how was that possible….. 

“Back then, I just hadn’t met her yet.” His tone was very calm without the slightest bit of bullying. 

It was like he recalled his conversation with Jin Wen Dan and didn’t feel awkward at all. 

“But……” Jin Wen Dan slowly raised her trembling hand, “But she…..she is not a good person!” 

Standing in front of Zuo Mu Ran, didn’t dare say the word traitor any longer. 

After all, that word had just been rejected by him, but she had to say it…… 

“I think that whether she is a good person or not is related to whether I love her.” Zuo Mu Ran slowly 

turned and took her hand, “She will only be my wife in the future, I will protect her.” 

“Si.” The soldiers who had been stunned at the side gasped at this. 

Their sir commander was actually confessing his love in public like this, this really was an once in a 

century event! 

“Wen Dan……” Xu Zheng Liang’s eyes had a trace of pain. Her right hand was still bleeding and her face 

was pale. 

He could feel the despair in her heart since the one who shot at her was the most important person in 

her heart. 
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Night slowly fell and there was no one in the Zuo Manor. The soldiers came to train in the morning, but 

there were less than ten people in the large manor at night. 

After eating dinner, she was sitting on the swing in the backyard watching the stars as a trace of 

happiness filled her heart. 

There was only happiness left. Zuo Mu Ran came from behind and gave her a cup of hot chocolate, “Is 

there any difference between the skies of An Ning City and abroad?” 

Luo Qing Chen took the hot chocolate and looked up, “The stars of the Zuo Manor are brighter.” 

There was a warm feeling from her hand. Zuo Mu Ran helped her push the swing gently and said in a 

doting voice, “Qing Chen can watch the stars from the Zuo Manor for the rest of your life.” 

“Ai, too dangerous!” Luo Qing Chen deliberately said, “There’s someone shooting at me at any moment, 

if it wasn’t for me being strong, I would have died already, alright?” 

To be honest, this couldn’t be considering complaining, alright? Jin Wen Dan had really fired four bullets 

at her. If it wasn’t for her space and time freeze, how could she have escaped those bullets? 

After a while, he stopped the swing and leaned over in front of her, “Relax! She will never appear in my 

army ever again!” 

Even if she didn’t say anything, he was still shocked even now. 

The five bullets had hit the log behind her, but he didn’t dare think about what he would have done if 

she was shot in his manor! 

“Really!” Luo Qing Chen said with a chuckle, “Commander Zuo really is decisive!” 

Luo Qing Chen never thought that he would make this decision since Jin Wen Dan’s marksmanship was 

quite good. 

Although she was lacking compared to her, she was still considered a talented person. 

Even…..if her identity needed to be investigated. 

Zuo Mu Ran raised his hand and took her hands, “Do you still remember what I said in front of Kouichi?” 

There were some things that he could bet on and some that he couldn’t. 

“Alright!” Luo Qing Chen revealed a smile, “Since my marksmanship is better, you can just take me onto 

the battlefield!” 

“In your dreams!” He patted her head as he refused her without any hesitation. Then he said in a cold 

voice, “I’ll send you back.” 

Luo Qing Chen said with a snort, “What in your dreams! Could it be that you think my marksmanship is 

worse than hers?” 

Aiya, that marksmanship in her eyes was the work of a child, alright? If she had a gun, Jin Wen Dan 

would have been shot first! 



“Fool.” His voice was very soft as he said in a doting voice, “I won’t let you be in danger, so I don’t want 

you to go to any battlefields! Just stay at home and prepare to become Mrs Zuo!” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and she couldn’t help blushing. 

Happiness came suddenly and she couldn’t react before she was wrapped up in it. 

“Pu! Suddenly becoming Mrs Zuo makes me a bit nervous!” Luo Qing Chen leaned her head against his 

big hand as she asked the question she always wanted to ask! 

“Did you not like me when you first saw me?” 

“Ah?” Zuo Mu Ran didn’t react for a bit before finally saying, “Why do you ask this!” 

“No reason!” She said, “I just know that you didn’t have a good impression of me, so I asked!” 

“No.” He thought for a bit before saying, “I was just stunned and my mind went blank! The images after 

filled my blank mind drop by drop and there are many things that lingered!” 
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His eyes were very serious, like each word came from the heart. 

Luo Qing Chen suddenly understood his personality. He could give his all if he liked a person, breaking all 

taboos. 

For the person he lived, he even went into the dirt. 

Seven days later, the wedding came. 

Since both the Luo and Zuo Families were large families, this wedding was considered quite the big deal 

in An Ning City. 

Although the two were at the front of the era, this wedding was still held in a traditional manner with a 

large red sedan and red wedding robes. 

Luo Qing Chen sat in the sedan, bumping up and down. Xiao Yun Yun beside her kept talking, being 

excited from the start. 

“Young miss is actually marrying commander Zuo that every girl in An Ning City wants to marry!” Xiao 

Yun Yun’s expression was a bit strange as a trace of tears appeared in her eyes, “Xiao Yun Yun really is 

happy for you.” 

“Why are you acting like you’re getting married!” Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle. The voices of the 

people gossiping gradually faded and she vigilantly asked, “Almost there?” 

“Almost there, young miss!” Xiao Yun Yun took a deep breath and said, “I took care of it, young miss 

should be assured……” 

The Luo Manor wasn’t far from the Zuo Manor. There were several streets between them, so she didn’t 

care. 
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She never knew that in a bit, the sedan would keep leaving. Xiao Yun Yun was pulling it along, but she 

felt that something was wrong. 

She knit her brows and opened the curtains, but something hit her in the face. 

After that, she saw Xiao Yun Yun’s face covered in tears as her eyes were filled with regret. 

Then her world fell into complete darkness. 

As expected, the person who could make her let down her guard was her trusted person. 

In the previous host’s memories, this girl had taken Jin Wen Dan’s bullet for her. 

But now she was Jin Wen Dan’s helper…… 

In a dark prison, she couldn’t use any strength and her hands were tightly bound. 

She could vaguely see strange people around the prison, their eyes were blood red. 

“Ai, so exciting!” Bai Shou was standing beside Jin Wen Dan. He still had the single braid of the Qing 

people, but he was acting like a traitor to the country. His lips curled into a dangerous smile as he said, 

“Give her a shot of the poison that our massacre lab discovered, it will definitely be fun!” 

Jin Wen Dan walked towards Luo Qing Chen with a cold laugh, “You never thought about this, right! Did 

it feel good being betrayed by your closest person?” 

“So what? Zuo Mu Ran will definitely save me!” Luo Qing Chen’s voice was very soft, using all her 

strength to say these words, but they were filled with confidence. 

“Shut your mouth!” Jin Wen Dan stomped on the cage, “If it wasn’t for you, I would be the only girl by 

his side! How are you qualified to marry him!” 

“Oh…..Ke, ke……” Luo Qing Chen said with a cold smile, “You’re qualified by selling out your country?” 

She had guessed right, Jin Wen Dan was the real traitor. The previous host didn’t know this, she really 

was dumb! 

“You……” Jin Wen Dan’s eyes seemed like they could spit out flames as she said through gritted teeth, “I 

will make you beg for death!” 

As her voice fell, she said to Bai Shou beside her, “We can’t underestimate the power of the Zuo and Luo 

Families, we have to find miss Nai Zi to come up with the next siege plan.” 

“Very beautiful!” Bai Shou’s lips curled as he said, “You really are the trusted one of miss Nai Zi, 

congratulations for not falling because of love!” 

System, can the teleportation only be used when no one is around? 

[Yes.] 
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Her eyelids were very heavy and the bronze gong of the wedding bells rang in her ears. 
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Right now, she was locked in an iron prison that had no light. 

Her brows were slightly knit and she forced her eyes open, looking over her surroundings. 

This place seemed to be a secret room underground and there were countless iron cages around her. 

Each cage seemed to only have a single person who was all naked with red eyes. There weren’t wild 

sounds, they were just focused on a single point and silently sitting there. 

There were no expressions and no emotions. 

Her heart skipped a beat as she couldn’t help muttering, “Human experiments…..” 

Not long ago, she had heard that when the Japanese invaders captured Song Yue City a hundred 

kilometers away from An Ning City, they captured a group of strong men. 

After that, they had disappeared without a trace. 

It seemed like they should be the people in front of her. 

“Kacha.” 

When the door was opened, she slowly closed her eyes. 

This time a Japanese professor came in with a large white lab coat, who seemed to be a doctor. Standing 

beside him was the so-called Qing official Bai Shou. 

“The experiments have come to an end, only fifty people survived of the over nine hundred tests.” Bai 

Shou spoke in fluent Japanese, “But it doesn’t matter, these fifty are all elites. What does professor 

Kitagawa think?” 

“No, no.” He nodded while waving his hand, “How were the reactions in the final blood poison tests?” 

Blood poison experiments? Luo Qing Chen unconsciously gave a gasp when she heard these words. 

Bai Shou and Kitagawa thought that no one could hear them and they were even speaking in Japanese. 

So they felt no threats at all and spoke without hiding anything. 

“With me, Kitagawa here, there isn’t anything that is impossible.” He looked at the test results in his 

hand and said, “Although there were many test subjects that were killed in the blood toxin test, it still 

succeeded in the end!” 

“A test subject is a test subject. In the eyes of the heavenly emperor, the lives of this country’s people 

are no different from ants. It doesn’t matter if even a hundred of them die!” When Bai Shou said this, he 

flicked the braid on his chest back, not including himself in these words at all. 

“Ha, ha.” Kitagawa said while laughing, “I like Qing officials like you! You have farsight and you have 

brains.” 

“Then in the future, when this batch of armour breaking troops have their blood dissolved, I hope that 

professor Kitagawa will speak up for me in front of sir Masao. I hope that I can also receive one of these 

puppets to protect myself!” 



As soon as his voice fell, Bai Shou and Kitagawa broke out in laughter. Kitagawa patted his shoulder and 

said, “No problem!” 

With the sound of the door closing, Luo Qing Chen felt her heart skip a beat. 

What armour breaking soldiers? What blood dissolve? 

Her mind was filled with doubts, but her consciousness gradually faded. 

This iron prison seemed to have a strange smell, creating a sense of losing her mind and making her feel 

weak. 

At the same time, An Ning City had exploded. 

Commander Zuo’s bride had been kidnapped, this was not a joke. 

No one could match the Zuo and Luo Families in An Ning City. Someone that had taken Luo Qing Chen 

must have been very close to her. 

The first person Luo Gong thought of was Xiao Yun Yun. After Luo Qing Chen disappeared, she never 

came back. 

Her parents were gone, so the only possibility was that her parents had been taken by the Japanese. 
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The current Zuo Mu Ran hadn’t slept in three days. He had looked in every possible hiding spot in the 

entire city. 

But he couldn’t find a trace of Luo Qing Chen. 

“You still need to rest!” Zuo Qi Yue couldn’t help knitting his brows as he worried about his little brother. 

After all, no one was made of iron. If he continued like this, before Luo Qing Chen was found, 

commander Zuo might die! 

“Peng.” A well formed hand tightly clenched and slammed down, creating a crack on the mahogany 

table. 

“Without knowing whether she’s alive or dead, how can I rest?” Zuo Mu Ran’s eyes were bloodshot and 

he said through gritted teeth, “Where is she, just where is she!” 

According to the last location of the sedan, he had gone through every place in the surrounding twenty 

miles. 

“There is something I never told you.” Zuo Qi Yue knit his brows and said, “Jin Wen Dan disappeared.” 

She had disappeared for three days and no one knew where she was. 

“Jin Wen Dan?” Zuo Mu Ran knit his brows as he thought about how she had shot at Luo Qing Chen in 

the Zuo Manor. The five real bullets proved that she wanted Luo Qing Chen’s life. 
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“Yes!” Zuo Qi Yue gave a shrug and said with a sigh, “While you were running around like a headless 

chicken, I have been helping you investigate every single angle.” 

After all, Zuo Qi Yue was grateful to Luo Qing Chen for saving his life. Although he wasn’t as wild as his 

little brother, he was still doing his best to find her. 

“DId you find any leads?” Zuo Mu Ran took a deep breath and calmed down. He opened the fifty mile 

wide map of An Ning City on the table. His eyes were dim, like one couldn’t see the light of the stars in 

them. 

“Jin Wen Dan’s identity might not be good…..” Zuo Qi Yue paused before saying, “To be honest, she 

should be someone from the Japanese side.” 

Zuo Mu Ran was stunned, as his eyes filled with disbelief. The sniper that had followed him for six years, 

killing countless Japanese snipers was actually a…..traitor? 

“You’re certain?” 

“Although it’s hard, I’m at least 80% certain!” Zuo Qi Yue gave an honest analysis, “She should have 

been about to throw away this darkness because of you, but perhaps she walked to the other extreme 

with the appearance of Luo Qing Chen.” 

Their entire squadron knew that Jin Wen Dan had feelings for Zuo Mu Ran, but everyone also knew that 

commander Zuo never approached girls. 

But they never thought that he would suddenly marry the Luo Family’s young miss. 

At first even his adjutant Xu Zheng Liang didn’t accept it because loving Jin Wen Dan, he had seen her 

walk down the path of great difficulty. 

He knew that every bullet she hit was to make this person notice her. 

But he actually didn’t show any feelings towards her….. 

But when he knew that she disappeared with Luo Qing Chen, he could guess that she was a traitor. 

It was like his heart sunk…… 

Perhaps Zuo Mu Ran’s eyes were accurate, the person he loved must be a hero who loved their country. 

“Someone.” 

“Reporting commander. The eleventh squadron is on standby, please give your orders!” Soldiers on the 

side heard his voice and rushed over to line up. 

They all held their heads high and their eyes were filled with determination. These eleven soldiers were 

the pride of Zuo Mu Ran, they had sworn to follow him to death. 
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“Encircle the Jin Manor and bring back all useful information on the Jin Family!” Zuo Mu Ran’s dark eyes 

sunk as they filled with a chill. 
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This was the first time he was using this kind of exchanging hostages method to deal with enemies. 

He would have been ashamed of this before, but he had no other choice since Luo Qing Chen was in 

their hands! 

“Yes, commander!” 

The Jin Manor had been swept in three hours and the eleventh squadron found all kinds of evidence of 

colluding with the enemies in Jin Wen Dan’s room. 

When she joined Zuo Mu Ran’s army six years ago, she was already a traitor. 

Her half brother was half Japanese and this ‘so-called’ half mother was the Japanese commander in 

chief of the Pingnan Region, young miss Nai Zi. 

Jin Wen Dan’s mother had been raped by the Qing when she was young and her father had been framed 

by the Qing official. 

She had a very deep seated hatred for the Qing, which couldn’t be eliminated. 

But she met Zou Mu Ran and the balance of her heart swayed. 

The man she liked was so outstanding and loved his country. He was filled with the blood of the yellow 

skinned people, perhaps she could be the only person who stood by his side. 

But……Everything was just maybe in the end…… 

When Luo Qing Chen appeared, the cold commander Zuo who had never talked about love 

had…..changed. 

He changed from wearing the same old green military uniform all day and he was waiting for a girl to 

appear around the corner. 

Under the sun, he was like a dazzling light, but Jin Wen Dan knew that it didn’t belong to her. It would 

never belong to her. 

Then since she couldn’t have it, she wouldn’t give it to anyone else. 

Definitely not, even if she had to betray her own soul…… 

“These are letters that Jin Wen Dan betrayed her country in and here are some of her diaries.” Xu Zheng 

Liang gave a salute while standing straight, “Reporting to the commander, I’m willing to go with the 

commander to capture…..to capture the traitor!” 

“Send a message to the Japanese.” Zuo Mu Ran said with cold eyes, “The eighteen lives of the Jin 

Manor, I’ll exchange it for a single Luo Qing Chen.” 

His dark eyes were bottomless, with a faint sparkle in them. 

When Jin Wen Dan received Zuo Mu Ran’s message, her expression became shocked. 

The past Zuo Mu Ran would never do this. He was that upright and principled. 

But now he was using the eighteen lives of their family to exchange for Luo Qing Chen…… 



“Little sister, the girl you caught seems to be very important to commander Zuo.” Jin He said with a cold 

laugh, “She will become our trump card since it is impossible for Zuo Mu Ran to move against our Jin 

Family.” 

“No.” Jin Wen Dan took a deep breath and shook her head, “He will.” 

The current Zuo Mu Ran was completely different, his thoughts had already changed. 

In his eyes, no one could stop him from saving Luo Qing Chen. 

“Could it be that we have to send her back?” Jin He said in an unwilling voice, “It was hard to find 

commander Zuo’s weakness, mother will be angry!” 

“I know that young miss Nai Zi has always found commander Zuo an eyesore.” Jin Wen Dan narrowed 

her eyes, as they filled with a sinister look. She said with a cold snort, “Is the blood experiment 

complete?” 

“You….What do you want?” 

“I want Luo Qing Chen to become my armour breaking soldier!” 
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In the underground prison. 

Three days of being trapped here made Luo Qing Chen unable to open her eyes and her mind was in 

chaos. She and her system already had no senses at all. 

When the door was opened again, professor Kitagawa and Jin Wen Dan came in. 

“Has she breathed in enough poison yet?” Jin Wen Dan said to Kitagawa beside her through a mask. 

Kitagawa took Luo Qing Chen’s pulse and then opened her eyelids, “Her breathing is very weak, she’ll be 

dead in less than ten hours. In another five hours, it’ll be the best time to inject the poison and 

evaporate the blood.” 

“Very good!” Jin Wen Dan’s lips curled into a bright smile, “Very soon, she’ll become my armour 

breaking soldier who’ll only listen to my orders!” 

“Since young miss Wen Dan is planning on making her your armour breaking soldier, I’ll prepare the 

blood now!” Kitagawa was clearly very excited as his face flushed. He had a smile on his face the entire 

time. 

After all, this was the biggest project he had been working on for many years. If the Qing had not been 

so weak, they wouldn’t have been able to find all these test subjects, allowing them to adjust the 

poison. 

“Alright.” Jin Wen Dan narrowed her eyes as she looked at Luo Qing Chen on the ground with a proud 

look. 
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There was no one in the world that could fight her. What Luo Manor’s young miss, what godly sniper, 

what Zuo Mu Ran’s wife? 

No, soone she would have nothing. She would only be an armour breaking soldier, she would fight when 

she heard a certain voice. 

Without thought or soul. 

Just like a…..piece a trash that was the living dead. 

Lying in Kitagawa’s laboratory, when the needle was inserted. 

She heard a sound as the ice cold tube entered her warm veins, sucking out her blood. 

That inciting really made one excited. 

Kitagawa collected her blood and took out a glue glass tube that was already prepared. He laughed as he 

said, “If young miss Nai Zi could see you now, she would definitely be very excited.” 

A few days ago, the higher up of the Japanese army said that mister Jin He’s half sister wanted to betray 

them for love. 

When this was said, young miss Nai Zi had cut off all her rights. 

But now it seemed like they were only rumours. 

Three hours later, the blood evaporating formula was complete and Jin Wen Dan wrote a letter to Zuo 

Mu Ran. 

The tone of the letter was very sentimental. 

She had to let Zuo Mu Ran see that Luo Qing Chen became her puppet. 

She wanted him to see her rip off her clothes, she wanted her to see her doing inappropriate actions in 

front of all the men. 

Listening to only her orders for the rest of her life. Didn’t she find this quite interesting? 

When Zuo Mu Ran received the letter, his eyes turned cold. 

Zuo Qi Yue looked up at him and said, “What does it say?” 

“She agreed!” Zuo Mu Ran knit his brows and said, “She said that she believes me, so she wants me to 

go get Luo Qing Chen. She said that this is the last gift she would give me before we become enemies.” 

Zuo Qi Yue knit his brows in disbelief, “She really said this? She doesn’t want us to bring hostages to 

exchange?” 

Anyone who read Jin Wen Dan’s diary would know that her hatred for Luo Qing Chen had reached an 

extreme. 

How could she let Zuo Mu Ran talke away Luo Qing Chen that easily? It really was strange! 

“Un.” Zuo Mu Ran’s cold eyes were bottomless. Just this single word had an extreme chill to it. 


